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In This IssueBalancing Balance
BASALDELLA ET AL., PAGE 301
The vestibular and proprioceptive systems control body balance by targeting
motor neuron populations regulating functionally distinct muscles and fiber
types, and their inputs are shaped by competitive interactions between these
two systems.Sniffing Out Specificity
FU ET AL., PAGE 313
A technique for linking specific chemical compounds within mixtures from
bodily fluids to functionally distinct classes of sensory neurons sets the stage
for assigning discrete functional identities to individual vomeronasal neurons
as shown for a new family of murine female pheromones.Interferon with Neurodegeneration
EJLERSKOV ET AL., PAGE 324
Lack of the immunomodulatory cytokine interferon-b causes spontaneous neurodegeneration resembling sporadic Lewy
body and Parkinson’s disease dementia due to defects in neuronal autophagy.Fat Chance for Survival
BAILEY ET AL., PAGE 340
Lipid droplets can act as anti-oxidant organelles to protect Drosophila neural stem cells from hypoxia-triggered ROS by
sequestering damage-vulnerable polyunsaturated fatty acids from plasma membranes.Slithering Builds an Organ
KUO ET AL., PAGE 394
A form ofmigration named ‘‘slithering,’’ where cells undergo transient EMT, allows rapid assembly of pulmonary neurosensory
organs and may explain why lung cancers arising from neuroendocrine cells are highly metastatic.Purposeful Protein Aggregation
BERCHOWITZ ET AL., PAGE 406
Amyloid-like aggregation of the RNA-binding protein Rim4 controls gameto-
genesis by repressing message-specific translation.A Lasting Scar of Acute Infection
DA FONSECA ET AL., PAGE 354
Following a single episode of acute gastrointestinal infection, microbiota-
dependent inflammation of fat tissue and damage to the lymphatic system
disrupt the communication between the immune system and the tissue,
causing an ’’immunological scar’’ that compromises tissue immunity and
homeostasis in the long term.Cell 163, October 8, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 261
Stick to Your Gut
SANO ET AL., PAGE 381
ATARASHI ET AL., PAGE 367
The adhesion of specific members of the gut microbiome to epithelial cells in
the small intestine initiates a signaling axis involving CD4+ T cells and serum
amyloid A to generate mucosally protective Th17 cells, thereby highlighting
the importance of location in the regulation of gut homeostasis.Protease Lego
JOSHI ET AL., PAGE 419
Sequential protein degradation driving the Caulobacter cell cycle relies on an
adaptor hierarchy—priming of the protease by one adaptor recruits additional
adaptors, and substrate degradation occurs based on the degree of adaptor
assembly.Snapping into Shape
TOMKO ET AL., PAGE 432
The base and lid complexes of the functional proteasome can only associate once a single alpha helix from the last-to-be
incorporated subunit of the lid complex snaps into place and triggers a large-scale conformational change.siRNAs One By One
ZHAI ET AL., PAGE 445
Rather than a single RNA transcript giving rise to multiple siRNAs, Pol IV transcribes multiple short RNAs that are further pro-
cessed to generate mature products, thereby demonstrating a ‘‘one precursor, one product’’ model for Pol IV-dependent
siRNA biogenesis in Arabidopsis.A Brainy Network
MARKRAM ET AL., PAGE 456
A large-scale digital reconstruction and simulation of neocortical microcircuitry suggests cellular and synaptic mechanisms
that dynamically reconfigure the state of the network to support diverse strategies of information processing.Stratifying Breast Cancer
CIRIELLO ET AL., PAGE 506
A comprehensive analysis of breast tumor samples determines invasive
lobular carcinoma as a molecularly distinct disease with characteristic genetic
features, providing key information for patient stratification that may allow a
more informed clinical follow-up.Nanoscale Neurocircuitry in 3D
SIGAL ET AL., PAGE 493
Super-resolution imaging with multi-color reconstruction of synapses in brain
tissue enables interrogation of neural circuitry at nanoscale.Cell 163, October 8, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 263
